
 
Prerequisite 

Knowledge: 

Familiarity with a 

“hook” and a “thesis.”  

Basic knowledge of an 

introduction paragraph 

and multi-paragraph 

texts. 

Training in teaching 

audience-aware 

approaches to writing. 

Task Analysis: 

Activate background 

knowledge of what we 

seek from introductions 

as academic readers 

Apply these concerns to 

test an old model for 

fitness and understand 

the need for new model 

Describe a new, general 

model for academic 

introductions (function, 

but not yet its parts)  

Understand what defines 

academic writing in 

contrast to other genres 

Unit 1:  Students will 

describe the function and 

rationale of introductions 

for academic writing. Read excerpts from 

Joseph Harris’ Rewriting  

Think back to how we use 

and read academic texts 

Imagine using an old 

model as part of a 

research project.  Would it 

be ideal for your needs? 

What do you read first?  

Are you looking for 

something in particular?  

How important is style or 

cleverness to you here? 

Craft a short statement 

that details what you think 

matters most.   

Compare with a teacher-

supplied answer before 

moving to next unit. 

Compare the 3 parts with 

a natural line of thought: 

topic, question, and 

answer 

Practice turning 

questions into problem 

statements, and answers 

into thesis statements 

Practice with “good’ and 

“faulty” examples by 

identifying parts or 

explaining what’s missing 

Break apart the function 

statement into 3 parts: 

context, problem, solution 

Unit 2:  Students will 

identify (analyze) the parts 

that achieve the general 

function described in 

previous unit, and use a 

strategy to generate content.  

Optional: Explore 

“extra ingredients” that 

can also appear in 

academic introductions  

Review last lesson’s 

function statement and 

divide into parts  

Compare with teacher-

supplied solution 

Use thought markers to 

help avoid question marks:  

“is/are”  “whether,” 

“should”  “if,”  

“why”  “how.” 

Consider including 

reasoning in theses:  

because, in order to, due to 

 reasoning statements 

 voices (sources)  

 relevance of the 

problem  

 balancing or limiting 

statements 

Transform conversation 

responses into  a 

cohesive introduction 

paragraph, with possible 

extras 

Consider a topic from 

your class and create a 

model introduction 

Create a grading rubric 

and an introduction 

guide for students that 

reflects learning 

Use a conversation model 

to generate content for an 

introduction 

Unit 3:  Students will 

create introductions and 

craft teaching artifacts for 

their classes. 

Review questions that could 

help a writer access the 

content in an introduction 

Add or subtract optional 

elements, like voices or 

relevance statements 

Follow steps provided to 

create a personalized 

introduction guide 

Follow steps from 

conversation model to 

paragraph 

Label its parts  

Consider and weigh 

possible evaluation items 

for a grading rubric 

Identify the parts of an introduction 

in a college-level academic essay 

Explain the differences between 

effective and ineffective introductions 

by linking introduction content with the 

concerns of academic readers 

Use strategies to generate 

relevant and appropriate content 

for introductions 

Create a guide to help make 

more principled evaluations 

of introductions 

 

Understand the differences 

between academic and artistic 

introductions 

 

Course Goals: 

Unit 1: 

Unit 2: 

Unit 3: 


